Although genome sequencing is increasingly available in clinical and research settings, many questions remain about the interpretation of sequencing data. In the MedSeq Project, we explored how much effort is required to evaluate and report on more than 4,500 genes reportedly associated with monogenic conditions, as well as pharmacogenomic (PGx) markers, blood antigen serotyping, and polygenic risk scores in 100 individuals (50 with cardiomyopathy and 50 healthy) randomized to the sequencing arm. We defined the quality thresholds for determining the need for Sanger confirmation. Finally, we examined the effort needed and new findings revealed by reanalyzing each genome (6-23 months after initial analysis; mean 13 months). Monogenic disease risk and carrier status were reported in 21% and 94% of participants, respectively. Only two participants had no monogenic disease risk or carrier status identified. For the PGx results (18 genotypes in six genes for five drugs), the identified diplotypes prompted recommendation for non-standard dosing of at least one of the analyzed drugs in 95% of participants. For blood antigen studies, we found that 31% of participants had a rare blood antigen genotype. In the cardiomyopathy cohort, an explanation for disease was identified in 48% of individuals. Over the course of the study, 14 variants were reclassified and, upon reanalysis, 18 new variants met criteria for reporting. These findings highlight the quantity of medically relevant findings from a broad analysis of genomic sequencing data as well as the need for periodic reinterpretation and reanalysis of data for both diagnostic indications and secondary findings.
Introduction
Variant interpretation is a challenging aspect of genomic testing. It involves gathering information that will be used for the formal assessment of the pathogenicity of any given variant. The American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics (ACMG) and the Association for Molecular Pathology (AMP) published guidelines to aid in the interpretation of sequence variants; 1 these guidelines have helped create consistency and rigor in the assessment of evidence. 2 Annotated variant databases cataloging published and unpublished variant interpretations, often with accompanying citations and/ or direct evidence, represent an important resource for variant assessment. These databases include ClinVar, 3 the Human Gene Mutation Database (HGMD), 4 and many locus-specific databases. 5, 6 However, in all these databases, there exist conflicting and/or incorrect interpretations, and every entry represents only a point-intime interpretation, such that manual review of the primary evidence and search for new evidence must be performed before one can reliably report a variant in a clinical context or rigorously inform research studies. 2, 7, 8 Furthermore, the interpretation of variants in asymptomatic individuals changes the prior probability of pathogenicity so that this interpretation requires much more rigorous examination than has been typical of certain variant classes such as seemingly disruptive variants (e.g., frameshift, nonsense, and canonical splice-site variants). Another major challenge raised by the incorporation of genomic approaches in medical practice has been deciding which genes and diseases are relevant for reporting incidental or secondary findings (clinically relevant variants in genes unrelated to the patient's indication for testing). ACMG has issued recommendations for the return of secondary findings; however, these are limited to a set of 56 (over time expanded to 59) actionable genes where prevention and surveillance could significantly reduce mortality and morbidity. 9, 10 However, most genes and diseases have not been systematically evaluated for actionability (e.g., Clinical Actionability Curations), and gene-disease associations are constantly being discovered. 11, 12 The Online Mendelian
Inheritance in Man (OMIM) database has been foundational for defining new disease-gene associations; however, the clinical validity of these relationships has only recently begun to be systematically evaluated. A standardized framework for the assessment of the clinical validity of gene-disease relationships has been developed by the Clinical Genome Resource (ClinGen) 13 and is now being applied to many genes, but reviewing all published gene-disease relationships as well as keeping up with the constantly changing literature will take time.
In addition to the interpretation and reporting challenges, differing practices and debate remain over the need for orthogonal confirmatory testing, typically performed by Sanger sequencing, of all next-generation sequencing (NGS) variant calls that would be reported to a patient. Increasing evidence documents the reliability of NGS data when best-practice technologies and analytical tools, along with well-validated pipelines and quality metrics, are used. 14, 15 And finally, recent studies reanalyzing exome and genome data suggest that re-evaluation of sequencing data, including that for newly discovered candidate genes, can increase the diagnostic yield; 16, 17 however, there are as yet no specific recommendations around best practices for reinterpretation of variants and reanalysis of genomic sequencing tests in a diagnostic setting, let alone a setting for healthy genome screening. These challenges and the sparse data on systematic and comprehensive genome interpretation have contributed to calls for caution about offering genome sequencing (GS) to healthy people. 18 And to date, only a limited number of research studies have been designed to return genomic sequencing results to apparently healthy participants. 19, 20 We previously reported our approach to defining the content and format of the genome report and the results of the initial 20 genomes. 21 Herein, we present the details of our clinical genomic analysis platform and results for the full set of 100 genomes returned to participants in the MedSeq Project; these details include datasets and approaches to facilitating accurate and efficient analysis of genomic sequence data for Mendelian disease risk, carrier status, pharmacogenomic (PGx) profiles, and blood antigen results. We outline approaches to more effectively evaluating predicted loss-of-function (LoF) variation in the low prior probability of pathogenicity context of secondary findings and healthy genomic screening. We also summarize our data from systematic reanalysis of genomes and Sanger confirmation to aid in developing best practices around these evolving areas of genomic testing.
Material and Methods

Project Design
The MedSeq Project design has been described previously. 21, 22 In brief, the MedSeq Project was a randomized trial that compared GS to standard of care in two clinical settings, cardiomyopathy clinics, and primary care. In this framework, cardiologists and primary-care physicians recruited 200 patients altogether: 100 patient participants (50 with cardiomyopathy and 50 from primary care) were randomly assigned to receive family history assessment with GS. The study was approved by the Partners Healthcare institutional review board (IRB protocol #2009P002190), and informed consent was obtained from human subjects. The Partners Human Research Committee approved this study.
Genome Sequencing
GS was performed at the Illumina Clinical Services Laboratory as described previously. 21, 22 Genomes were sequenced between 2013 and 2015 on the HiSeq 2000 platform to at least 303 mean coverage, and a minimum of 95% of bases were sequenced to at least 83 coverage. Once sequencing was complete, raw data files were sent to the Laboratory for Molecular Medicine (LMM) at Partners HealthCare Personalized Medicine via an encrypted hard drive.
Sequencing Analysis
Alignment, variant calling, and annotation were performed as previously described. 23 In brief, FASTQ sequences were aligned to the reference hg19 genome using the Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (BWA). Variant calls were made with the Genomic Analysis Toolkit (GATK), and all positions with R 83 coverage were considered to have adequate coverage. Variant annotation was derived from ALAMUT HT, Variant Effect Predictor, and the LMM's GeneInsight laboratory database. The Quality by Depth (QD), Fisher Strand Bias (FS), and Mapping Quality (MQ) scores were calculated for all variants. After developing our quality metric thresholds through routine Sanger confirmation, as described in the results, we excluded variants with scores of QD % 4 or FS R 30 from review as likely false positives.
Gene and Variant Filtration
After annotation, we applied two additional filters to identify (A) variants with an entry in HGMD and a minor-allele frequency (MAF) < 5% in European American (EA) or African American (AA) chromosomes from the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI) Exome Sequencing Project (ESP) and (B) predicted LoF variants with a MAF < 1% from a list of genes with possible disease associations. The genes were drawn from four sources: HGMD, OMIM, Uniprot, and ClinVar. The content of this list evolved throughout the study as sources were updated. In addition, patients in the cardiomyopathy arm passed through another filter that identified all variants in 102 genes associated with monogenic cardiovascular disease.
NGS Quality Metrics and Sanger Confirmation
All variants that had scores of QD > 4 and FS < 30 and that were considered likely to be reported after primary evidence review were sent for Sanger confirmation. The Sanger methodology used has been described previously. 24 Primers were either newly designed or reused if available in the LMM's primer database.
Gene-Disease Validity Assessment
Evidence for gene-disease associations was reviewed in a manner consistent with the ClinGen framework. Although detailed points for each piece of evidence were not tracked, the same principles were applied and each gene-disease association was assigned to the following six categories: (1) strong or definitive, (2) moderate, (3) insufficient (ClinGen categories ''limited,'' ''no evidence,'' ''disputed,'' and ''refuted''), (4) only claim is from genome-wide association study (GWAS), (5) pharmacogenetic association only, and (6) trait (only associated to a benign trait or to a biochemical finding without a clinical phenotype). The first three categoriesstrong or definitive, moderate, or insufficient-represent a condensed version of the six ClinGen categories, and in a recent comparison of these categories to 64 overlapping gene-disease pairs curated by ClinGen curators, we did not find any discordant classifications that were not explained by more recently published literature (data not shown). We published classifications of 1,514 gene-disease associations by using this approach in the context of sequencing analysis for newborn infants. 25 We reassessed genes with insufficient evidence during the reanalysis to determine whether new data had been published.
Rare-Variant Interpretation
Variant interpretation was carried out as described previously 21, 26 and in accordance with the criteria set by the ACMG-AMP 
Return of Results Criteria
Variants in the categories P, LP, and VUS-FP were considered for return if the gene met at least a strong level of evidence for association with a monogenic disease. Variants in genes with moderate evidence were also chosen for return if agreed upon after discussion with the broader MedSeq team. Genes that did not meet criteria for return were placed on an exclusion list to eliminate review of other subsequent variants identified in those genes. Variants in the category of VUS were also returned if they were relevant to the specific indication in cardiomyopathy patients. During Mendelian disease gene assessment, prevalence and inheritance (AD, AR, XL) of associated diseases, as well as whether LoF was or was not an established disease mechanism, were recorded.
A set of 18 variants with PharmGKB clinical annotation levels of evidence class I and class II and associated with the metabolism of ] metabolism) commonly used in the treatment of primary care and cardiology patients were pre-selected for return at the beginning of the study. Pharmacogenetic variants other than those listed and traits (as defined above) were also excluded from reporting. In addition, we did not report on rare variants in genes with gene-disease links established only through GWAS, although we did return polygenic risk scores for eight cardiovascular phenotypes (abdominal aortic aneurysm, atrial fibrillation, coronary heart disease, type 2 diabetes, hypertension, obesity, platelet aggregation, and QT prolongation). In brief, we estimated multiplicative polygenic risk scores by using 3-111 published risk alleles per condition and then normalized the scores by using the population median estimated from the 1000 Genomes Project, as described previously. 27 
Report Content
The format and content of the MedSeq Genome report has been described. 21, 22 In brief, the reports contained findings related to
(1) diagnostic indication (for cardiomyopathy patients; VUS, VUS-FP, LP, P), (2) monogenic disease risk (heterozygous for dominant disorders, homozygous or compound heterozygous for recessive disorders, and hemizygous for X-linked disorders; VUS-FP, LP, P), (3) carrier status for recessive disorders (VUS-FP, LP, P), (4) PGx results for five drugs, (5) blood group antigens, 28 and (6) complex-trait analyses. 27 PGx results encompassed 18 genotypes in six genes (ABCB1, C11orf65, CYP2C9, CYP2C19, SLC01B1, and VKORC1) associated with the metabolism of five drugs (clopidogrel, digoxin, metformin, simvastatin, and warfarin) commonly used in the treatment of primary-care and cardiology patients (see Table S1 ). The approach used for predictions of red blood cells and human platelet antigen has been previously described.
28,29
Report Delivery and Knowledge Updates
MedSeq reports were communicated to providers through an electronic pdf document as well as through our GeneInsight Clinic (GIC) software, which was designed to support physician access to structured genetic data and updates to knowledge over time. [30] [31] [32] The GeneInsight software is connected to the LMM's
GeneInsight variant knowledgebase such that variant classification updates are automatically delivered to the ordering physician (via email with a link to the GIC) to enable return to patients. 30, 31, 33, 34 Provider access is supported by GIC, which exists both as a standalone software system and through integration with Epic, the Partners Healthcare electronic health record (EHR) in a single sign-on environment. 30, 31, 34, 35 Notifications to providers regarding reclassified variants, as well as updated reports with newly identified or removed variants after GS reanalysis, were delivered via GIC.
Results
Filtration Approach and Gene Curation
To identify the monogenic disease risk and carrier status variants for possible reporting, we relied on two strategies: the identification of variants previously reported as disease-associated (and MAF < 5%) and the identification of novel variants with a predicted LoF effect (and MAF < 1%) in any of 4,631 genes (over time expanded to 5,860) with a reported association with disease ( Figure 1A ). After reviewing variants for the first 40 cases, we developed a GS platform-specific variant frequency database (primarily populated by MedSeq cases) and excluded 164 variants that had a prior case frequency above 10% regardless of their reported population frequency (or their absence from population frequency databases). Such variants were often technical sequencing artifacts or real variants (often indels) with nomenclature descriptions that did not align with the naming provided by population allele frequency databases. We also began a list of known pathogenic variants with high allele frequencies (often with lower penetrance) to ensure that these variants would not be inadvertently filtered out (e.g. For every variant identified after filtration, the gene-disease evidence was first reviewed or pulled in from a previous case. Variants went on to variant-level review if the genes met at least a strong or moderate level of evidence. Genes that did not meet this evidence level were placed on an exclusion list so that review of other variants subsequently identified in those genes would be eliminated. Of the 4,631 genes (over time expanded to 5,860) designated for possible return, 1,354 genes had one or more variants detected by our filter and were therefore reviewed during the course of the project. Of those 1,354 genes, 44.7% (605/1,354) were classified as definitive or strong, 5.2% (71/1,354) as moderate, 44.6% (604/1,354) as insufficient, and 2.1% (28/1,354) as traits, and the remaining 3.4% (46/1,354) were excluded on the basis of one of the criteria outlined in the methods (e.g., identified only through GWAS studies, variants in pharmacogenetic loci other than the ones selected in the beginning of the study, or non-disease traits) ( Figure 1B and Table S2 ). Furthermore, for 190 of these 1,354 genes, the only variants identified did not meet our quality thresholds (QD > 4, FS < 30). Of the remaining 1,164 genes whose variant calls met our quality thresholds, 457 of them were in the insufficient gene-level evidence category, and therefore variants were not reviewed for variant-level evidence. Of the 457 genes in the insufficient category, 411 were from annotated gene-disease association sources, including 128 (28%) from the OMIM Morbid Map and 209 (45.7%) having at least one disease-causing mutation (DM) in HGMD.
An average of 5.3 million variants were identified per subject, and the filtration output generated an average of 67 (range 50-81) variants per subject (6,700 variant observations total, 1,820 unique variants). In terms of unique variants, 601 variants came exclusively through the LoF filter (novel LoF), and 1,219 variants came from the HGMD filter. This latter number included 130 previously reported LoF variants (i.e., identified by both filters). During variant triage, 39.7% (723/1,820) of the variants were excluded from assessment, which was based on gene curation. Those variants excluded from assessment included 23.4% (285/1,219) of HGMD variants and 72.9% (438/601) of novel LOF variants. It is worth noting that 91 variants were excluded based on platform-specific frequency in addition to gene curation ( Figure 1C ). The integration of three curated databases, namely the two exclusion filters (platform-specific allele frequency and gene-disease validity) and the knowledge base of previously reviewed variants, permitted us to gradually decrease the number of variants that required manual review over the course of the study ( Figure 1D ).
Variant Classification
Of the initial 1,820 unique variants, after excluding 802 variants for gene-disease validity and/or platform frequency, the remaining 1,018 underwent variant classifica- (Figure 2A ). Of 217 reportable variants (P, LP, and a subset of VUS-FP), 134 (61.7%) were previously reported as DM or probable/possible disease-causing mutation (DM?) in HGMD (these included 50 predicted or demonstrated LoFs and six variants affecting non-canonical splice or regulatory regions), and 83 (38.2%) were novel predicted LoF variants. 12 reported variants were in genes with moderate evidence for association with disease, and 10 of these variants were LoF. The majority of variant calls that met criteria for return were detected once (89.6%), and the remaining 10.4% were detected between two and 25 times.
It should be noted that out of 461 variants that were categorized as DM? in HGMD, only 5/461 (1.1%) met our reporting criteria, and of those categorized as DM in HGMD, only 134/758 (17.7%) met our reporting criteria (Table S3 ).
Predicted LoF Variant Assessment
As part of the variant assessment, we performed a systematic analysis of the 731 predicted LoF variants (frameshift, nonsense, and canonical splice site) identified in 589 genes, and we showed that 502/731 (68.7%) were excluded from the report because the gene met one of the exclusion criteria listed previously (e.g., there was insufficient [416] or moderate [six] evidence for a causal role in Mendelian disease, the gene was responsible for a non-disease trait [26] , the only claim was from GWAS [46], or there was a PGx association only [eight]). We then applied a series of questions to systematically evaluate the remaining 229 predicted LoF variants in order to provide more detailed guidance than the ACMG-AMP guidelines. 1 The approach is described in detail in the methods section and shown in Figure 2B . Of the 229 predicted LoF variants passing gene-disease validity assessment, 96 were not reported to participants for the following reasons: the gene did not have an established LoF mechanism of disease (14) ; the exon in which the variant was found was excluded in alternate transcripts (10); the variant was located downstream of the most 3 0 pathogenic variant (18) or early in the coding region and upstream of the most 5 0 variant (2) or the variant affected the initiating methionine (3); the variant's frequency in large population datasets (24) or our platform-specific MedSeq cohort (22) was higher than expected given disease prevalence; and/or other reasons (i.e., the variant was a GWAS variant [1] or trait [2] ) ( Figure 2C ).
Reanalysis
Upon completion of the initial analysis, we sought to determine the rate of new reportable findings through systematic reanalysis of the genomes. The initial analyses happened between July 2013 and February 2015, and during that time, significant changes in our genome interpretation pipeline occurred, i.e., changes included updated versions of HGMD; expansion of the medical exome gene list; updates in ESP, Alamut, and dbSNP; and the addition of and ongoing updates to ClinVar. Using an updated pipeline, we reanalyzed the variant cell format (vcf) files of all MedSeq genomes between August and September 2015 (mean period lapsed between initial and repeat analysis: 13 months, range 6-23 months). This resulted in the identification of 315 additional variants, and upon review, a total of 4% (13/315) met criteria for return. Furthermore, variant reassessment showed that five additional variants from the original 1,820 that were reviewed for return in the initial analysis, but that were excluded from initial reports, were returnable. It should be noted that in addition to thirteen new variants that were reported, two reported variants were removed from reports because of new evidence disputing an association between the gene and disease in one case or highlighting concerns over the technical validity of the variant in another case ( Figure 3A) . A deeper analysis of the origin of the thirteen newly returned variants determined that four were returned as a result of new variants reported in online databases, showing the value of periodic reanalysis. An additional four newly added variants were newly returned as a result of pipeline annotation limitations in the initial analysis. For example, two variants had been missed because of incomplete annotation at multiallelic sites, and two were found as a result of improvements in determining predicted LoF variants. The overall rate of returnable variants (13/315; 4.4%) from the additional newly identified variants was statistically significantly lower than the 11.9% returnable rate in the initial analysis (217/1820; p < 0.0001). This could be explained if reanalysis often identifies newer variants without accumulated evidence of pathogenicity or genes that have a lower evidence base and are less likely to meet criteria for return.
In addition to the two variants removed from reports during full genomic reanalysis, over the course of the Figure 3 . Summary of Genome Reanalysis Findings and Variant Reclassification (A) The middle pie chart depicts the overall findings, including the number of variants added onto the report upon genome reanalysis (shown in blue), and variants reclassified over the course of the study (shown in green). The pie chart on the left represents reportable variants newly discovered as a result of pipeline updates (light blue) or existing variants newly reported based on new evidence during variant reanalysis (blue). The pie chart on the right shows the consequences of reclassification of previously reported variants; variants removed from reports are shown in dark green, and variants with a category change only (but still reportable) are shown in light green. (B) Schematic illustration of variant reclassification categories. The middle pie chart shows the number of variants reclassified (relevant to indication in green, monogenic disease risk in red, and carrier status in blue). The pie chart on the left illustrates the various classification changes in carrier status variants, whereas the pie chart on the right focuses on variant reclassifications relative to cardiomyopathy indication. Please note that one monogenic disease variant was reclassified (from VUS-FP to N/A) and was removed from the report because new evidence disputed the gene's association with disease.
MedSeq Project, 12 other variants in 13 patients were reclassified: five of these variants were related to the patients' cardiomyopathy diagnoses (two VUS-FP > LP, one LP > P, one P > LP, and one VUS > B), and seven were recessive carrier-status variants (3 LP > P, 2 P > LP, 1 LP > VUS, and 1 VUS-FP > LP). These updates were the result of variant reassessment triggered by the detection of the variant in other cases (MedSeq or non-MedSeq) ( Figure 3B ).
In addition, the 50 cardiomyopathy genomes were reanalyzed for new causes of cardiomyopathy, and two cases received updates with variants in ALPK3 (MIM: 617608), a more recently discovered cause of cardiomyopathy 36 (one bi-allelic variant explaining disease and one variant that was heterozygous and therefore inconclusive in the absence of a variant on the second allele). In summary, a total of 22% (22/100) of cases were updated; nine received new variants, ten received updated variant classifications, and three received both types of updates. All updated reports were delivered via the GeneInsight Clinic system.
Overall Findings
Altogether, a total of 100 MedSeq patients received results spanning monogenic disease, carrier status, PGx, bloodantigen predictions, and complex-trait analyses. For the cardiomyopathy cohort, an explanation for disease was identified in 48% (24/50) during the initial analysis (Table S4) . If diagnostic cardiomyopathy results are excluded, monogenic disease risk findings were reported in 21% (21/100) of participants: 14 with P or LP variants, four with Factor V Leiden risk alleles, and three with variants categorized as VUS-FP (One participant had both a VUS-FP variant conferring monogenic disease risk and a Factor V Leiden risk allele.) (Table S5) . Of these results, all were for dominantly inherited diseases except that three individuals had homozygous or compound heterozygous recessive HFE variants and one hemizygous male had an X-linked variant. Nearly all patients (94%) had carrier status reported, and the number of heterozygous recessive variants ranged from 0-7 per patient (average 2.6 carrier status variants per person) ( 
Sanger Confirmation
Prior to running the first MedSeq cases, we established minimum quality thresholds for determining false positive calls versus potentially true positive calls. Based upon a small set of preliminary data from the reference sample NA12878, we set initial minimum quality thresholds (QD > 4 and/or FS < 30) with an aim of maintaining high sensitivity. 23 We then evaluated these criteria with Sanger confirmation of results from MedSeq genomes to see how they performed in practice, using data from 487 genomic variants. In total, 487 variant observations (407 unique, 30 detected in more than one case) underwent Sanger confirmation. For 12 of these variants, Sanger confirmation could not be performed because they had repeated failed reactions, most likely due to difficult-to-sequence genomic regions. Of the remaining variants, 5.1% (25/475) of the variants were not confirmed, with the majority falling below our subsequently set minimum quality thresholds (18/25 had QD < 4 and/or FS > 30). All of the seven variants (four indels and three single-nucleotide polymorphisms [SNPs]) that were not confirmed despite having QD and FS metrics within our quality thresholds had suboptimal mapping quality (MQ) (mean 51.9, range 45.6-57.6); this emphasizes the need for additional metrics before Sanger confirmation is no longer necessary. Sanger-confirmed variants had an average MQ of 58.5 (range 40.4-61.2).
Of the 450 that were confirmed, 442 variants had correct nomenclature, whereas eight variants were insertion or deletion variants annotated with incorrect nomenclature by the variant caller. These eight variants were primarily complex and/or large events that the variant caller split into multiple variants and for which manual correction based on the NGS data was sufficient for correction of the mis-annotation. In one instance, this correction led to the identification of a called frameshift variant being as an in-frame deletion, whereas in the remaining seven cases, the final interpretation did not change. Interestingly, two of the confirmed variants had quality metrics that did not meet our minimum quality thresholds for follow-up: NKX2-5, c.65A>G (p.Gln22Arg), QD ¼ 3.13, FS ¼ 4.42, MQ ¼ 60; and MYH7, c.2609G>A (p.Arg870His), QD ¼ 2.75, FS ¼ 4.51, MQ ¼ 60 (also identified in the individual through panel testing); these results highlight the challenge of balancing sensitivity and specificity when one uses genomic sequencing technologies that need to cover the entire genome (Figure 4 ).
Resource Requirements
Over the course of the initial analysis, the time it took for each case to be reviewed by both a primary reviewer and a geneticist was tracked for 90 cases. The time for the interpretation (including fellow assessment and geneticist review) of the first 20 cases (for which we tracked time) was an average of 8.5 h/case, and this had decreased to an average of 6.25 h/case for the last 20 cases (data not shown).
Discussion
Through the MedSeq Project, we sought to address some outstanding issues hampering the interpretation of genomic sequencing results and to facilitate the transition to the era of large-scale genomic screening. Besides MedSeq, only a limited number of research studies 19, 20 have been designed to return genomic sequencing results to apparently healthy participants, and recent studies highlight the difficulties in identifying and returning potentially actionable genetic variants in healthy individuals. 40, 41 We elected to return a broad array of data including monogenic disease risk, carrier status, polygenic risk scores for cardiovascular and related disease, limited PGx information, and red blood cell and platelet antigens. It is worth noting that none of the 11 different monogenic disease findings we reported to MedSeq participants were in the 59 genes included in the ACMG recommendation. The ongoing advances in medical science make it impossible to know which of any monogenic disease findings will be actionable in the future, and actionability can have very broad meanings; therefore, many individuals are increasingly interested in a broader array of results.
New gene-disease associations, novel disease variants, and new evidence on existing variants continue to be identified, and as a result, 22% of patients in the MedSeq Project had new findings or updated results over the course of the study (average time for reanalysis 13 months, range 6-23 months). These findings (on healthy genomes and/ or otherwise unrelated to indication) are consistent with other studies in which re-evaluation of sequencing data has increased the diagnostic yield, 16, 17 and they underscore the critical need to develop sustainable approaches to allow reanalysis of sequencing data and mechanisms for returning updated results to patients in order to enhance the utility of genomic testing. For updates to reported variants, we employed the GeneInsight platform to enable automated delivery of knowledge updates without the need for laboratory staff time to report those updates. Nearly all patients had carrier status for one or more recessive disorders; however, we found that the vast majority of reportable variants are extremely rare (or absent) in the general population and span a large array of genes and diseases. We identified pathogenic or likely pathogenic variants in >120 genes, and <20 genes had more than one reportable variant (same or different among participants). Had we limited reportable findings to those genes present on commercially offered carrier-screening panels (i.e., Counsyl, Integrated, sema4, and Invitae), only 104/222 (46.8%) of these results would have been returned to participants.
For only half of the genes with variants that passed our basic filters did we find at least moderate evidence for disease association to warrant review of variant evidence. This emphasizes the extensive challenges involved with direct use of the scientific literature and gene-disease databases for selecting genes for clinical testing. One must carefully review the evidence for the gene-disease relationship before one considers returning a variant in such a gene. This is particularly important for the identification of LoF variants. LoF is the most frequent mechanism of disease for both recessive and dominant Mendelian disorders, and therefore it is easy to incorrectly assume pathogenicity if the gene-disease evidence is not reviewed and the established mechanism of disease is not delineated. 42 More recently, several studies have pointed out the plethora of LoF variation in dominant genes in the genomes of healthy individuals and have questioned the penetrance of the associated disorders. 7, 43, 44 However, our standardized assessment of predicted LoF variants detected in the genomes of MedSeq participants suggests that over half are simply in genes with limited validity for a gene-disease relationship but that others might not actually be found to disrupt gene function upon splicing impact analysis and scrutiny of transcript and location. This issue highlights the major difference between analyzing genomes from healthy individuals and examining a gene in a diagnostic setting. The prior probability of true LoF of a variant is much higher when observed in a gene already implicated in a patient's phenotype than it is in those genes found in healthy patients. The actual probability relates primarily to the specificity of the genephenotype relationship, but nonetheless caution is warranted in the interpretation of apparent LoF variants, such as frameshift, nonsense, and canonical splice-site variants, in healthy genome analysis.
It should be noted that our approach is roughly consistent with the 2015 ACMG-AMP guidelines and even more so with the recent ClinGen PVS1 flowchart, 45 which provides more detailed structure for addressing the caveats stated in the ACMG-AMP guidelines. However, appropriate classification of predicted LoF variants according to the ACMG-AMP guidelines, particularly if PM2 is not met (e.g., absence in the population) yet the allele frequency is still consistent with disease prevalence, is challenging, and many variants do not achieve ''likely pathogenic'' or ''pathogenic'' status when this is the professional opinion of the laboratory. We feel that our approach is more consistent with professional opinion on the significance of this class of variants when careful assessment of all caveats is taken into account so that overinterpretation is avoided. These issues have been acknowledged by the ClinGen Sequence Variant Interpretation working group and are slated to be addressed by the new ACMG-AMP-ClinGen working group recently convened to update the 2015 ACMG-AMP guidelines.
To help facilitate gene curation and variant reanalysis in more automated ways, laboratories will need to share interpreted variants and supporting evidence to enable higher-throughput support for both primary analysis and reinterpretation. The ClinVar database has continued to grow at a linear rate, suggesting that we are not close to saturating clinically relevant variant identification and underscoring the importance of robust sharing of all variant evidence so that the community can fully benefit from this resource. ClinGen's ongoing evaluation of gene-disease validity will assist in further focusing the analysis of relevant genes, decreasing VUS rates, and shortening genome analysis times.
As we look to a future where GS is more commonplace, it is used for multiple indications per individual, and the sequence data might reside in the EHR accessible to physicians, new paradigms for how to support reinterpretation as well as interpretation for additional indications will be needed. For reinterpretation, a direct pipeline to ClinVar might be sufficient to trigger updates of previously reported variants, vastly reducing the laboratory resources needed, as with the automated updates we describe for our use of the GeneInsight system, which is directly integrated into our EHR. However, reanalysis that would account for updated variant callers or newly discovered relationships between genes and diseaseand determine whether any variants newly identified might explain old or new disease indications-is likely to continue to involve some manual effort on the part of the laboratory. The appropriate frequency of reanalysis remains to be understood, but on the basis of our results, we feel that full reanalysis and reinterpretation on an annual basis is likely to continue to yield new findings for many individuals. The presence of new symptoms or availability of new treatments that are specific to genetic findings will undoubtedly play a factor in the frequency and utility of reanalysis.
Laboratories are increasingly moving diagnostic testing platforms from multi-gene panels to exome and genome approaches. The advantages include a reduced number of tests that must be maintained and validated as well as the ability to rapidly update content as new genes are implicated in disease. However, the extent to which laboratories ensure coverage of all known disease-relevant exons and genomic regions, as well as ensure detection of all types of variation implicated in disease, is quite variable. Therefore, we compared genomic versus panel-based approaches for detecting the causes of disease in our cohort of 50 patients with cardiomyopathy. Given the ability to query new disease genes, the genomes were also reanalyzed for causes of cardiomyopathy at the end of the study. Excluding inconclusive results, this analysis showed that GS missed one variant that was identified by panel testing, whereas two etiologies were found by GS (one at initial analysis and one during reanalysis) given the more limited content on panel-based tests. These results highlight the fact that each method still has some advantages over the other, and we are not yet in a state where a single approach to genetic testing is comprehensive and superior to all others. Clinicians must still weigh the benefits and limitations of each test for each patient's indication, and might need to reflex to a broader test, if starting with a panel, or to a more focused and technically comprehensive test, if starting with genomic approaches when initial testing is negative.
A substantive added cost and increase in turn-around time comes from the inclusion of Sanger confirmation in NGS-based genetic tests, a practice that is still standard in most clinical laboratories, whether a panel, exome, or genome testing platform is used. However, the necessity for Sanger confirmation of variants identified through NGS has been a subject of discussion and analysis. 14, 15 Increased understanding of the performance metrics of NGS-based tests is allowing removal of Sanger confirmation, particularly when the opportunities for sample mixup throughout a testing workflow are reduced through sample identity tracking measures. On the basis of our findings, we could reduce the number of variants confirmed by Sanger if we apply more stringent thresholds and consider a combination of metrics. To further refine these thresholds by using confidence intervals and additional quality metrics, we combined our data to inform a larger study, which has been recently published. 15 Implementation of laboratory-established thresholds of this nature can lead to substantive gains in efficiency and cost reductions without compromising quality. However, setting thresholds to balance sensitivity and specificity can vary on the basis of the clinical context; for example, optimizing sensitivity in diagnostic settings can ensure that variants in genes associated with a patient's phenotype are detected. In summary, in this study, we implemented a robust workflow for full genomic screening to identify clinically significant findings from over 5,000 genes spanning monogenic disease risk, carrier status, PGx findings, rare blood antigens, and complex-trait risk analysis with high-quality interpretation of both gene-and variant-level evidence. This resulted in monogenic-disease risk findings in 21% (21/100) of individuals. Furthermore, 22% (22/100) received updated findings after reanalysis. Use of an ER-integrated interface enabled automated realtime delivery of updates to physicians on previously reported variants. We share our methods and datasets to enable the community to benefit from these approaches and curated results as clinical genome interpretation continues to gain increasing uptake in both diagnostics and presymptomatic screening.
Supplemental Data
Supplemental Data can be found online at https://doi.org/10. 1016/j.ajhg.2019.05.017.
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